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FOREWORD  

 

This booklet has been produced as a result from activity 3.2 “Workshops on preparing fiscal reports in 

accordance of the EU standards” within the Twinning Project “Strengthening the medium term 

budgeting for effective public financial management".  

Тhe overall objective of the Twinning Project is to ensure and maintain sustainable and sound public 

finances by improving public finance management. The activities of the Project are aimed at improving 

the effectiveness of medium-term budget planning, program budgeting and budget classification, as 

well as fiscal reporting in line with ESA standards. The Project was launched Dec 2015 and it will end 

Nov 2017 and the main beneficiary is the Ministry of Finance (MoF), Department of Budget and Funds.  

Activity 3.2 is part of Component 3 that aims to develop the capacity of the Ministry of Finance for fiscal 

reporting in accordance with EU standards and requirements in the area of public finance. 

The booklet was compiled by: Jonna Berghäll (RTA), Anniina Autero and Niina Suutarinen, but within the 

booklet has also been used training materials produced by Mika Sainio, Matti Okko, Veliarvo Tamminen, 

Marja Paavonen, Timo Ristimäki and Lasse Oulasvirta. 

The booklet was produced in summer 2017. It should be pointed out that this booklet is not a full and 

extensive description of ESA 2010 GFS reporting and some issues also might change. So for the most up-

to-date information it is better to get to know the materials produced e.g. by Eurostat. This booklet 

should therefore be regarded mainly as an introduction to the topic.  
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1  Introduction  
 

This training booklet guides Ministry of Finance and other stakeholders briefly to the European System of 

National and Regional Accounts 2010 (ESA 2010) methodology and especially to the area of Government 

Finance Statistics (GFS). The European System of National and Regional Accounts (ESA 2010) is the 

newest internationally compatible EU accounting framework for a systematic and detailed description of 

an economy.  

To achieve the objectives set by the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and on economic 

and monetary union, high-quality statistics are needed. They provide the EU institutions, governments, 

economic and social operators and analysts a set of harmonized and reliable data on which to base 

decisions and policy advise. 

ESA 2010 was published in the Official Journal on 26 June 2013 and implemented as from September 

2014. The data transmissions from Member States to Eurostat have to follow ESA 2010 rules. The impact 

of the implementation of ESA 2010 on key indicators of the national accounts in Europe differs from 

country to country.  

Purpose of this booklet is to provide information that was collected during the ESA-trainings of the 

Ministry of Finance Twinning Project “Strengthening the medium term budgeting for effective public 

financial management” in 2016-2017. This booklet can be used as a self-study tool or just to freshen up 

memory on these issues. Booklet is written for an audience that already is somewhat familiar with ESA 

2010 methodology and has participated the trainings in 2016-2017. This booklet includes also some 

examples of the implementation in Finland. 

Booklet begins with a short introduction to public accounting systems in chapter two. Better public 

financial management requires accounting regimes and accounting systems with standards that are 

explained in chapter two. Chapter three provides information on ESA 2010 Government Finance 

Statistics. They form the data basis for macroeconomic analysis of the public sector. Chapter four 

includes some aspects of fiscal forecasting. And in chapter five EU economic governance is explained in 

short including EU surveillance of fiscal policies, Ministry of Finance reporting requirements for EU 

economic governance and Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP) statistical reporting. The booklet includes 

the basic information and many power point slides that were used during the trainings of the Twinning 

Project. It also includes links to different websites with Eurostat manuals and other more detailed 

information. Within the booklet are presented some key tables and samples of public finance reporting 

in accordance with the EU standards and requirements.   

But we could start by introducing different aspects and stakeholders involved. The picture below tries to 

explain this on general level. Typically the key stakeholders are statistical authority, National Bank and 

Ministry of Finance. There is country-by-country variation in the responsibilities of each stakeholder in 

EU reporting or in financial / non-financial statistics, but some general rules apply. 

First of all is needed the “micro source data” meaning the data from budget accounting or other 

accounting including the realization data of final accounts and the planned budget data. This can be 

quite simple as it comes to the central government, but it is good to understand that a lot of data is 
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needed also for the local governments and public enterprises etc. Typically major part of this source data 

is with the Ministry of Finance. This data is rarely reported to the EU as such, but is important 

information for producing statistical and projection data according to ESA 2010.      

Then we have the statistical data for which the statistical authorities are fully responsible. The statistical 

data means for example the national accounts, of which Government Finance Statistics (GFS) is one part. 

EDP data and EDP reporting to Eurostat is normally under the responsibility of the statistical office. 

In EU reporting there is also the need to make projections for the public finances / general government 

following the ESA 2010 methodology while projections for the current year and for the medium term are 

needed in a lot of reporting (Stability / Convergence Programme, EDP reporting). Most typically it is in 

the responsibility of the Ministry of Finance, but some EU member states also have more independent 

other institutions for these projections. 
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2  Public sector accounting 
 

Accounting is a logical system of recording financial information. The process of identifying, measuring 

and communicating economic information about an organization or other entity, in order to permit 

informed judgements by users of the information can be called as accounting (Black & Al-Kilani, 2013, 2-

3). Public accounting data for Government Finance Statistics (GFS) and Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP) 

is based on exhaustive data from central government, regional government and local government 

accounting information. Public sector accounting is the system producing this data.  

Public sector accounting can be defined through three systems with different purposes and accounting 

approaches. These systems have different purposes and accounting approaches. 

Financial accounting (commercial accounting) 

With financial accounting general purpose is to produce financial statements for decision-making and 

accountability (income statement, balance sheet and cash flow statement). Accounting approach is 

accrual-based. 

Budgetary accounting  

With budgetary accounting purpose is the budgetary follow-up and budget outturn calculations for 

accountability and decision-making. Accounting approach is budget-based. Budget outturn calculations 

with budgetary accounting are typically modified cash-based or modified accrual-based (current and 

investments budgets separately or combined under functional sections). In Macedonia the system is 

totally cash-based. 

System of national accounts  

With system of national accounts, public sector financial statistics formes a basis for macroeconomic 

analysis and policy formulation. And the accounting purpose is more for statistical principles and 

internationally comparable data.  

2.1  Cash accounting and budgetary accounting  

 

It is important to identify cash accounting (cash basis) and budgetary accounting (budgetary basis). Cash 

basis records inflows and outflows of cash and cash equivalents. Cash comprises cash on hand and 

demand deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible 

to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.  

Budgetary basis follows the accrual, cash or other basis of accounting adopted in the budget that has 

been approved by the legislative body. A common misunderstanding is that budgeting and budgetary 

accounting are kept as a synonym to cash accounting. When, in practice, it may be anything between 

pure cash-based, modified cash-based, modified accrual-based or full accrual-based.  
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2.2  Cash based and accruals-based accounting 

 

Cash based accounting has been traditionally used in the public sector. Cash accounting records 

transactions when the amount is received or paid. Development of accrual accounting as part of a 

broader framework of the New Public Management, has been observed in various EU member countries 

and accrual accounting has become the reference of accounting systems for public sector entities 

(Bellanca, Cultrera & Vermeylen 2015).  

Accruals-based accounting entails the recording of entries, not when cash payments are made, but when 

economic value is created, transformed or extinguished, or when claims and obligations arise, are 

transformed or extinguished. Transactions and events are recorded in the accounting records and 

recognized in the financial statements of the period to which they relate. The elements recognized under 

accrual accounting are assets, liabilities, net assets/equity, revenue and expenses.  

Accruals accounting can be seen as complementary, rather than as an alternative, to pure cash 

accounting. In providing the full picture of the economic and financial position and performance of the 

entities, it puts cash accounting in its overall context (European Commission, 2013).  

Results of the Eurostat survey of used accounting models shows that there are several accounting 

models used in the Member States varying from accruals to modified accruals and a combination of 

accruals and cash accounting models and there is a variation of used models throughout the member 

states (see table below).  
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2.3  IPSAS and EPSAS standards 

In order to provide comprehensive information on public entity's financial situation uniform budgeting 

and accounting standards are discussed on EU level with the development accrual-based European 

Public Sector Accounting Standards (EPSAS). Also the sovereign debt crisis has underlined the need for 

governments to clearly demonstrate their financial stability and for more rigorous and more transparent 

reporting of fiscal data (European Commission 2013, 2). This international harmonization of public sector 

accounting and the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) can be kept as a starting 

point for EU public sector accounting standardization and the EPSAS development.  

IPSAS is set of accrual-based accounting standards for public sector entities used to improve the quality 

and transparency of public sector financial reporting.  IPSAS is currently the only internationally 

recognized set of public sector accounting standards. It stems from the idea that modern public sector 

management, in line with the principles of economy, effectiveness and efficiency, depends on 

management information systems that provide timely, accurate and reliable information on the financial 

and economic position and performance of a government (European Commission 2013, 7).  

However, results of the Eurostat survey of used accounting models shows that 15 EU Member States 

make some link to IPSAS (see table 3.2 below). Nine have national standards based on or in line with 

IPSAS, five make some references to it and one uses it for some parts of local government. Despite 

recognition of the high value of IPSAS, no Member State has implemented it in full. 44 % of the member 

states do not have a relationship with IPSAS and the national public sector accounting systems. 

(European Commission 2013, 7.)  

 

On the other hand, most stakeholders agree that IPSAS would be suitable as a reference framework for 

the future development of a set of European Public Sector Accounting Standards EPSAS. There are 

Member States that think that the IPSAS is not a good reference for the EPSAS development (for 

example Germany and Finland). EPSAS-project and the development of EPSAS standards and what will 

happen with the harmonized standards, will be seen in the future. 

See more about EPSAS: http://www.epsas.eu/en/ 

Report of the suitability of IPSAS for the Member States: 

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2013/EN/1-2013-114-EN-F1-1.Pdf 

http://www.epsas.eu/en/
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2013/EN/1-2013-114-EN-F1-1.Pdf
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3  Government Finance Statistics  
 

Government Finance Statistics (GFS) shows the economic activities of the government including 

government total revenue, government total expenditure, government balance (surplus or deficit, 

referred to in national accounts terminology as net lending or net borrowing), transactions in financial 

assets and liabilities, other changes in assets and liabilities (other changes in volume and revaluation) 

and balance sheets. (Eurostat 2017.) 

These statistics are crucial indicators for determining the health of the economies of the EU Member 

States. Under the terms of the EU’s Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), Member States are pledged to keep 

their deficits and debt below certain limits. If a Member State does not respect these limits, the so-called 

Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP) is triggered. (Eurostat 2017.) Statistical EDP reporting is explained 

more detailed in chapter five.  

3.1  Government Finance Statistics as part of national accounts 

Government Finance Statistics (GFS) form the basis for fiscal monitoring in Europe, together with the 

statistics related to the Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP). Together with national accounts Government 

Finance Statistics form the basis for macroeconomic analysis and policy formulation.  

Main users of GFS data are the EU administration, Ministry of Finance and ministries overall, business life 

actors (also sub-contractors for ministries), research institutes, banks and other forecasters, 

international organisations, media and civil society. The increasing use of GFS data in EU administration 

has also increased the interest of other national users in many EU countries.  

In the picture below GFS is presented with the other areas of national accounts: main national accounts 

aggregates, sector accounts, regional accounts, input-output tables, financial accounts and satellite (or 

supplementary) accounts.  
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GFS is an integral part of national accounts and they have mostly the same methodology, mostly the 

same classifications and in principle the same data. For example in GFS data there should be the same 

figures for tax revenue that is included in other national accounts data. However, in practice, there can 

be some inconsistencies between data included in different parts of national accounts system. Essential 

is that GFS is an approach to represent government sector data included in national accounts, and to 

provide information that is specific to government sector.  

The most important classifications for GFS are: 

 Sector classification (e.g. sub-sectoring of government; borderline between government sector 

and corporations sector) 

 Transaction classification: non-financial transactions (revenue and expenditure items) vs. 

financial transactions 

 Asset categories (especially for financial accounts) 

 Functional classification of expenditure (COFOG): expenditure broken down for health 

care/general administration/education/social protection etc. 

3.2  The scope of GFS and data content 

The European GFS framework can be separated into two components: 

 Data compiled on the basis of ESA 2010 data transmission programme and 

 Data compiled on the basis of Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP) regulations: government deficit 

and debt data, and associated additional data.  

However, this division is somewhat misleading since both sets of data are methodologically consistent, 

data sets are partly overlapping, and both data sets are partly produced in an integrated compilation 

process. The legislative basis of these two components is presented in the picture below.   
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3.3  Quality control  

 

Quality control of GFS data 

Typically, member states put a lot of effort to ensure the quality of GFS data. However, there are no 

uniform quality control models followed, but the Member States have national solutions. More general 

European principles that also apply to GFS can be found from the ”European Statistical Law” (EC 

regulation 223/2009). At the level of Eurostat, the quality control mechanisms are highly developed and 

the quality assurance has increased over the past years. Some developments are possible and the 

European Court of Auditors (ECA) report from 4/2016 recommends improvements to quality assurance 

procedures.  

Elements of Eurostat quality control of GFS data 

Verification of all data transmitted to Eurostat goes in a way that each data set is checked both for 

technical errors and, to a large extent, also substantially. Verification includes various cross-checks 

between different data sets. There may be feedback after transmissions, correction or changes and then 

again re-transmissions. Eurostat is in the process of developing a comprehensive quality reporting 

framework, covering the whole of national accounts. For EDP data, there are various additional quality 

assurance procedures.  

Eurostat quality control of EDP data: EDP missions 

Eurostat makes regular visits to member states, at least every 24 months, covering institutional 

arrangements, source data situation, analysis of reporting tables and supplementary tables, delimitation 

of government sector (borderline between government sector and private sector), other challenging 

methodological issues and sometimes, a special emphasis is put on source data issues, and in those cases 

also source data providers, and possibly audit authorities may attend the visit. The preparation and 

follow-up tasks require a lot of work, and additional data collection and analysis. Special methodological 

visits only if exceptional problems have been identified.  

Eurostat quality control of EDP data: EDP reporting 

Questionnaire related to EDP tables is information provided by member states to ”justify” their deficit 

and debt data. The data shows for example whether various methodological rules have actually been 

followed. Dialogue with Eurostat after the reporting is intensive. Member states should be ready to 

provide additional information on any issue that may have affected its deficit and debt figures. On the 

basis of EDP regulation, Eurostat is granted an extensive access to relevant background information. In 

many cases, the dialogue leads to changes of EDP deficit and debt figures. If there is uncertainty about 

the quality of data, Eurostat can express a public quality reservation on the data provided by a member 

state. In some cases (for example disagreement about correct recording), Eurostat can also make 

changes to the EDP data reported by a member state.  
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Quality control of EDP data: a legal measure 

In 2012, the commission decision on ”investigations and fines related to the manipulation” of EDP 

statistics entered into force and this applies to the Euro-area countries. The measure aims at preventing 

the reporting of incorrect data due to intent or serious negligence. The decision grants commission 

exceptional powers to conduct investigations in member states. One fine has already been imposed, and 

one investigation is starting.  

 

3.4  Institutional arrangements and co-operation 

There is variation between EU member states concerning the division of responsibilities in the area of 

GFS. Especially the responsibilities of the national banks, varies. Ministry of Finance is usually responsible 

for estimates for current year which are included in the EDP report. Formal MoUs (Memorandum of 

Understanding) are recommended. However, NSI/NCB/MOF –co-operation is crucial in every country 

and the flow of information must be ensured, otherwise there will be discrepancies between sets of 

statistical data compiled by different statistical authorities and statistical data and forecasts. The co-

operation may encompass many areas, such as discussion of for example methodological issues, 

development of source data, shortcomings of source data, data revision analysis, forecasting issues. Final 

responsibilities should be clear, but this does not prevent useful discussion between authorities. In 

chapter five institutional arrangements related to EDP reporting are explained in more detail.  

 

3.5 GFS tables in ESA 2010 transmission programme 

Based on ESA 2010 -regulation (549/2013) and its annexes, ESA 2010 GFS data is compiled and 

transmitted by national statistical authority. Data on general government is included in following ESA 

tables: 

Main aggregates of general government 

 annual data, compiled and transmitted twice per year – end-March and end-September 

 total revenue and expenditure of general government and its sub-sectors 

 breakdown by revenue and expenditure components 

 breakdown by sub-sectors 
 

Taxes and social contributions 

 annual data, compiled and transmitted once a year – end-September 

 total tax and social contributions revenue at a detailed level 

 breakdown by different categories of taxes and social contributions, and by sub-sectors 

 supplementary but compulsory information at even more detailed level: separate table including 
all individual, country-specific taxes 
 

Government expenditure by function 

 annual data, compiled and transmitted once a year – end-December 

 government expenditure by functional categories (COFOG) 
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 breakdowns by expenditure category (transaction), and by sub-sectors 

 breakdown by COFOG 2-digit -level for general government total, and by COFOG 1-digit -level for 
sub-sectors 
 

Sector accounts 

 quarterly data transmitted at ca. t+3 months and annual data in end-September 

 revenue and expenditure items and balancing items, by sub-sectors 

 data transmitted to Eurostat as part of sector accounts of the whole economy (with voluntary 
supplementary details for government sector) 
 

Financial accounts (incl. government debt) of general government 

 quarterly data to be transmitted at ca. t+3 months 

 financial transactions and balance sheets, broken down by asset/liability categories and by sub-
sectors 

3.6  National accounts classifications: sectors, revenue and expenditure 

National accounts is based on many classifications: institutional sectors, non-financial transactions, 

financial transactions, classification of the functions of the government (COFOG), assets... Concerning 

government non-financial accounts, two classifications are perhaps the most essential: sector 

classification and non-financial transactions classification. 

EU fiscal policy rules (e.g. general government deficit and debt) concerns units that are classified in 

government sector, and that's why defining government sector by the sectorisation rules is so important. 

And when it comes to revenue and expenditure, defining for example which revenue is considered as 

taxes is important because it allows international comparisons.    

3.6.1  Sector classification – how to define general government sector 
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Here you will find Manual on Government Deficit and Debt (MGDD):  

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-manuals-and-guidelines/-/KS-GQ-16-001 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-manuals-and-guidelines/-/KS-GQ-16-001
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3.6.2  Revenue and expenditure items in ESA GFS 
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3.7  Main differences between IMF GFS and ESA GFS methodology 

The differences between IMF GFS and ESA GFS methodology are quite small. The main differences are 

presentational differences, data content differences and methodological differences.  
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3.8  Government debt  

General government debt (EDP debt) is the general government sector consolidated gross debt valued at 

nominal value. It includes debt securities (AF.3), loans (AF.4) and currency and deposits (AF.2) received 

by general government from other sectors of the national economy or from the rest of the world. 

The EDP debt concept differs from that of ESA 2010 with regard to valuation and coverage. Financial 

assets and liabilities are valued at market value in ESA 2010 compliant financial accounts, whereas 

general government EDP debt is valued at nominal value. Of the financial claims in ESA 2010, for 

example, derivatives, trade credits and advances are not included in EDP debt. 

Valuation of government debt at nominal value is broadly equivalent to face value. The face value is 

equal to the amount, contractually agreed, that the government will have to refund to creditors at 

maturity. It is also on this amount (the principal) that the interest is calculated. 

Some key issues of EFDP debt: 

 Whose debt? 

 What are debts? 

 Valuation 

 Consolidation 
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4  Fiscal forecasting 

Within this booklet under “fiscal forecasting” we try to explain some principles, methods and ideas to 

make public finance forecasting. Typically the aim is to produce projections for the general government 

(S13) in ESA 2010 compatible way. 

ESA 2010 public finance forecasting is required in the EU member states because of the need for a 

common framework to evaluate the member states. The common framework helps to provide equal 

treatment for the member states. 

Typically fiscal forecasting is done by the Ministry of Finance, but in some cases EU member states have 

also independent institutions in place. 

Within this chapter four, we try to explain some general principles for fiscal forecasting, who should do 

the projections, and what kind of data is typically needed. There are many ways to do the fiscal 

projections, although this chapter is based on quite a “Finnish way of thinking”. In Finland it is the 

Ministry of Finance Economics Department which is responsible for the fiscal forecasting. Within the 

Department various data is used (statistical, budget and other data), and expert work and analysis plays 

a significant role. 

In chapter 4.2 some ideas are presented for expenditure and revenue projections. In chapter 4.3, it is 

highlighted that one should also focus into having standardized output from the projections and annual 

plan/timetable for the publication of the projections. And after that in chapter 4.4 we try to explain two 

possible approaches of fiscal forecasting: a) using more macro-approach and statistical GFS data (more 

“Finnish way”) and b) using more micro-approach and existing budget and execution data (e.g. in case 

statistical data is not available). 

4.1  Principles of fiscal forecasting 
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4.2  Revenue and expenditure projections 
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4.3  Standardised output 
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4.4  “Statistical data” and “budget source data” thinking in fiscal 

forecasting 

There are various ways to make the fiscal forecasting. One can use more macro-level approach with 

statistical GFS data or more micro-level approach with existing budget and budget execution data (for 

example in case the statistical data is not available). Of course, it is also possible to combine these 

approaches in multiple ways. 

The “Finnish way” starts with the statistical GFS history data. Basically in the general government 

forecasting table is used the statistical sectoral accounts as a starting point. Ministry of Finance analyses 

also all the other available data, and then makes expert estimation for the future years for each general 

government sub-sector. When the starting point for the forecast is ESA 2010 GFS data, also the forecast 

“imitates” the ESA 2010 GFS.  See the example print screen capture below. 

 

 

The other way to make ESA 2010 “imitating” general government forecast was tested during the 

Twinning Project training workshop. During the workshop it was recognized, what are the differences 

between the existing budget and final accounts data and the ESA 2010. It was also identified, what are 

the main data needs for filling the required reporting tables (e.g. in Economic Reform Programme; see 

also chapter 5.2.2 of this booklet).  

Here the starting point was to take the existing budget and final accounts and other data and try to 

classify it according to ESA 2010 sub-sectors and revenue / expenditure classification. As was noticed 

during the training workshops, this method has several problems and is quite time consuming: 

 the Macedonian budget classification is not always supporting the ESA 2010 classification: more 

specific budget data than 3 digit level economic classification is often needed  

 some of the expenditure and revenue items need be broken down into sub-categories at 6 digit 

level in order to enable ESA classification 
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 for example ESA 2010 classified tax revenue differs from the current Macedonian budget 

definition of tax revenue - it was recognized that some of the revenue items classified as tax 

revenue would be in ESA 2010 classification under non-tax revenue (and vice versa). 

 it would require a lot of detailed work to search for the needed data for the extra-budgetary 

units that are not recorded in the Budget 

 there is also lack of some local government data details (e.g. on expenditure side), and on the 

whole more detailed budget forecast for local government sector for the next year and for the 

medium term would be needed 

 the micro-source data is in cash basis, so time adjustments should be considered (e.g. to use 

“time adjustment method” and calculate the average time lag between the taxable event and 

the received cash amounts taking into account also arrears). 

Below is a print screen capture from the excel-table that was used during the training workshop. 
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5  EU economic governance  

5.1  EU surveillance of Fiscal Policies 

The Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) is an agreement, among the member states of the European Union, 

to facilitate and maintain the stability of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). It is based primarily 

on Articles 121 (preventive arm) and 126 (corrective arm and Excessive Deficit Procedure EDP) of the 

Treaty on the functioning of the European Union (TFEU). It consists of fiscal monitoring of members by 

the European Commission and the Council of Ministers, and the issuing of a yearly recommendation for 

policy actions to ensure a full compliance with the SGP in the medium-term. The purpose of the pact is 

to ensure that fiscal discipline is maintained and enforced in the EMU.  SGP requires that each member 

state implements a fiscal policy that aims for the country to stay within the limits on general government 

deficit (3% of GDP) and debt (60% of GDP). 

Council Regulation (EC) No 1466/97 - the preventive arm of the SGP aims to monitor and coordinate 

economic policies and to strengthen the surveillance of budgetary positions, thus ensuring budgetary 

discipline within the European Union: at the beginning of the European Semester for economic policy 

coordination, member states receive from the Council strategic policy guidelines to be followed to 

ensure healthy budgetary policies. Following these Guidelines, member states are obliged to submit to 

the Commission on an annual base during April Stability Programmes (euro area) and Convergence 

Programmes (member states outside the euro area) in which they adopt medium-term budgetary 

objectives (MTO).   

Due to lack of flexibility and lack of national ownership of the Stability and Convergence Programmes, 

the SGP was a subject to reforms in 2005 and again in 2011. In 2005 e.g. structural medium term 

objective (MTO) was introduced. 

“Six-pack” (5 Regulations and 1 Directive) was adopted in 2011 with the aim to strengthen SGP. Directive 

2011/85/EU on requirements for budgetary frameworks of the member states lays down detailed rules 

for national budgeting to ensure that EU member state governments respect the requirements of 

economic and monetary union and do not run excessive deficits. The Directive covers, among others, the 

following issues: 

 general government accounting and its surveillance (Article 3.1); 

 availability and publication of fiscal data for all subsectors of general government (Article 3.2); 

 preparation of macroeconomic forecasts and publication of related methodologies (Article 4); 

 fiscal policy rules (Articles 5–7); 

 multiannual budgetary frameworks (Articles 9–11, Article 13); 

 transparency of general government finances and comprehensive scope of above-mentioned 

frameworks (Articles 12 and 14). 
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Fiscal coordination of EU member states was also increased through two regulations ("Two-pack"), which 

introduced additional coordination and surveillance of budgetary processes for all euro-area members. 

Regulation 473/2013 on common provisions for monitoring and assessing draft budgetary plans and 

ensuring the correction of excessive deficit of the member states in the euro area aims at further 

strengthening the surveillance mechanisms. It introduces common budgetary timeline and budgetary 

rules, covering both the preparation of the national medium-term fiscal plans (NMTFP) and the annual 

budgets. In addition, the base for the NMTFP and annual budgets should be independent 

macroeconomic forecasts produced or endorsed by an independent body. The Regulation also 

introduces a system of enhanced surveillance for member states experiencing serious difficulties with 

financial stability, receiving financial assistance or emerging from adjustments programmes. It also 

introduces stronger monitoring / assessments of budgetary policies.  

In addition, in 2012, 25 European Union Member States agreed a Fiscal Compact, which concerns, among 

other things, the setting of a medium-term objective for the structural budgetary position and an 

automatic correction mechanism for achieving the objective.  

In the following slides, some aspects of the above mentioned regulations are highlighted, however, on 

very general level. After this in chapter 5.2 we will take closer look at the Ministry of Finance reporting 

requirements for EU economic policy coordination. In the main focus we have the Stability / 

Convergence Programme and its requirements. In the end (in chapter 5.3) are presented the EDP 

reporting requirements. 

Already at this point it is good to highlight that common methodology of ESA 2010 is important in all the 

member state reporting while it brings a common framework to evaluate the member states. And that is 

why this joint methodology is in use e.g. in the Stability / Convergence Programmes and in EDP 

reporting. 
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5.2  MoF reporting requirements for EU economic governance 

Stability and Convergence Programmes form the basis for the Council’s surveillance of budgetary 

positions and coordination of economic policies. The Programme includes information on fiscal policy for 

the short and medium term including a fully-fledged multi-annual macroeconomic scenario, projections 

for the main government finance variables, and description and quantification of the envisaged 

budgetary strategy. Because the information content must allow for comparison across the member 

states, there are very detailed requirements for the content. For many parts, the same or slightly 

modified reporting tables also exists for the candidate countries in Economic Reform Programmes. 

Member states also prepare National Reform Programmes for monitoring progress towards the 

European 2020 national targets for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. These include the structural 

reforms which member states are planning to boost growth and employment. 

The Commission analyses these two programmes and makes specific policy recommendations. Member 

states discuss the recommendations with the Commission and with each other, and the 

recommendations should be integrated into national policies. The Council adopts an opinion on the 

programmes. If it considers that the objectives and contents should be strengthened, it will invite the 

member state concerned to adjust its Stability / Convergence Programme. 

5.2.1  Stability / Convergence Programme and Economic Reform Programme 

These tables include data for the past years (statistics), and for current and future years (forecasts). 

Cooperation is needed between statistical authority and Ministry of Finance in producing these tables. 
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It should be noted that below are discussed only public finance tables starting from table 2a General 

Government budgetary prospects. However, also real economy tables starting from 1a Macroeconomic 

prospects are important for public finances calculations, e.g. as comes to GDP-ratios, calculation of 

structural balance etc.  

Economic Reform Programme (ERP) 

The document was renewed and new kind of Economic Reform Programmes was submitted to the 

Commission by 31 January 2016. Economic Reform Programme contains on the one hand a medium-

term macro-economic and fiscal policy framework including supporting fiscal measures, and on the other 

hand a comprehensive structural reform agenda. We focus here into the first area. The Guidance on the 

Economic Reform Programmes is updated on an annual basis.   

Guidance for January 2016 submission: 

http://www.dep.gov.ba/analizeiprojekcije/ekonfiskprog/3.%20ERP_2016_Guidance%20note_engl.pdf 

Some public finances tables required by the Guidance of expected structure and content are listed 

below.  

a) Table 2a: General government budgetary prospects (% of GDP) 
b) Table 2b: General government budgetary prospects (Bn NCU) 
c) Table 3: General government expenditure by function 
d) Table 4: General government debt developments 
e) Table 5: Cyclical developments 

 

Convergence / Stability Programme 

Every April, EU Member States are required to lay out their fiscal plans for the next three years. This 

exercise is based on economic governance rules in the Stability and Growth Pact, which aim to prevent 

the emergence or exacerbation of fiscal difficulties. Member States sharing the euro currency do this in 

documents known as ‘Stability Programmes,’ while Member States that have not adopted the euro 

submit ‘Convergence Programmes,’ which include additional information about monetary policies. 

Guidelines on the content and format of the programmes are covered by a code of conduct. It is written 

that in order to facilitate the assessment, the concepts used shall be in line with the standards 

established at European level, notably in the context of the European system of accounts (ESA). This 

information may be complemented by a presentation of specific accounting concepts that are of 

particular importance to the country concerned. 

The reporting tables of Stability and Convergence Programmes are listed below (basically same tables as 

ERP): 

http://www.dep.gov.ba/analizeiprojekcije/ekonfiskprog/3.%20ERP_2016_Guidance%20note_engl.pdf
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1a. Macroeconomic Prospects

1b. Price Developments

1c. Labour Market Developments

1d. Sectoral Balances

2a. General Government Budgetary Prospects

2b. No-Policy Change Projections

2c. Amounts to be excluded from the Expenditure Benchmark

3. General Government Expenditure by Function (COFOG)

4. General Government Debt Developments

5. Cyclical Developments

6. Divergence from Previous Update

7. Long-term Sustainability of Public Finances

7a. Contingent Liabilities

8. Basic Assumptions  

Link to the code of conduct:  

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/coc/code_of_conduct_en.pdf  

It should be noted that within euro area there is also set of tables that need to be reported in connection 

to October 15 Draft Budgetary Plan, but we will not discuss those within the Project ESA-trainings. 

However, more information can be found from here:  

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/budgetary_plans/index_en.htm 

 

5.2.2  How to fill in SGP tables 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/coc/code_of_conduct_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/budgetary_plans/index_en.htm
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Table 2a (General Government Budgetary Prospects) 
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Table 2a (SGP) 

Table 2a. General government budgetary prospects

ESA- 2015 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

tunnus milj. eur % BKT:sta

Net lending by sub-sector (EDP B.9) huom:  edp-korot 

1. General government S.13 -5 746 4,2 -2,5 -2,6 -1,0 -2,2

2. Central government S.1311 -6310 0,5 -4,6 -5,3 -3,3 -3,7

3.  -

4. Local government S.1313 -1 326 -0,4 -0,6 -0,2 -0,5 -1,1

5. Social security funds S.1314 1883 4,1 2,7 2,9 2,7 2,6

General Government (S13)

6. Total revenue TR 114910 52,4 52,2 52,1 53,3 54,0

7. Total expenditure TE 120656 48,3 54,8 54,8 54,4 56,2

8. Net lending/borrowing EDP B.9 -5746 4,2 -2,5 -2,6 -1,0 -2,2

9. Interest expenditure EDP D.41 2430 1,4 1,3 1,3 1,4 1,4

10. Primary balance

EDP B.9 + 

EDP D.41 -3316 5,6 -1,2 -1,3 0,3 -0,8

11. One-off and other temporary measures 0 0,0 0,0 -0,2 0,0 0,0

Selected components of revenue

12. Tax revenue (12=12a+12b+12c) 65 195 29,6 28,7 28,6 29,9 29,9

12a. Taxes on production and imports D.2 29 744 12,4 12,9 12,9 13,8 14,1

12b. Taxes on income D.5 34 820 16,8 15,5 15,4 15,9 15,6

12c. Capital taxes D.91 631 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,3

13. Social security contributions D.61 26942 11,6 12,3 12,2 12,2 12,8

14. Property income D.4 6 401 4,8 3,9 3,5 3,6 3,4

15. Other income (15=16-12-13-14) 16 372 6,5 7,3 7,8 7,7 7,9

  

16 = 6. Total revenue TR 114910 52,4 52,2 52,1 53,3 54,0

      of which: Tax burden (D2+D.5+D.61+D.91-D.995) 92 308 41,3 41,1 40,9 42,2 42,7

Selected components of expenditure

17. Compensation of employees + intermediate consumptionD.1+P.2 52964 22,3 25,1 25,1 24,8 25,5

17a. Compensation of employees D.1 29006 12,9 14,3 14,1 13,9 14,3

17b. Intermediate consumption P.2 23958 9,4 10,8 11,0 10,9 11,3

18. Social transfers  (18=18a+18b) D.62+D.631 47 429 16,9 19,8 20,0 19,8 20,7

      of which: Unemployment benefits D62+D624+D631 niiltä osin kuin liittyy työttömyysetuuksiin5 202 1,9 2,4 2,4 2,0 2,1

18a. Social transfers in kind D.631 5 847 2,2 2,5 2,5 2,6 2,6

18b. Social transfers other than in kind D.62 41 582 14,7 17,3 17,5 17,2 18,1

19 = 9. Interest expenditure EDP D.41 2430 1,4 1,3 1,3 1,4 1,4

20. Subsidies D.3 2 839 1,3 1,4 1,4 1,4 1,4

21. Gross fixed capital formation P.51 8 156 3,6 4,0 3,7 3,8 4,0

22. Capital transfers D.9 974 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,3 0,3

23. Other expenditure (23 = 24 -17-18-19-20-21) 5864 2,4 2,8 2,9 2,9 2,8

24 = 7. Total expenditure TE 120656 48,3 54,8 54,8 54,4 56,2

     of which: Government consumption P.3 51022 21,7 24,2 23,9 23,6 24,4  
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5.3  EDP reporting 

Council Regulation 479/2009, as amended by Council Regulation (EU) No 679/2010 and by Commission 

Regulation (EU) No 220/2014, requires that EU Member States report EDP-related data to Eurostat twice 

per year – at end-March (April notification) and end-September (October notification). This data is used 

by Commission for the fiscal surveillance in the European Union.   
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The data are reported in harmonised tables. These tables are designed specifically to provide a 

consistent framework, with a link to national budgetary aggregates and between the deficit and changes 

in the debt. They should be fully consistent with the GFS data. These tables include data for 4 past years, 

but also for the current year (forecasts and not statistics). Cooperation is needed between statistical 

authority and Ministry of Finance in producing these tables. 

EDP reporting in the April and October notifications consists of three set of tables: 

 EDP notification tables (see chapter 5.3.1) 

 Questionnaire related to the EDP notification tables (see chapter 5.3.2) 

 Supplementary table on government interventions to support financial institutions (see chapter 

5.3.2) 

The whole EDP reporting includes also the Questionnaire on government controlled units classified 

outside general government, and, since year 2014, the questionnaire on contingent liabilities and 

potential obligations. Both are submitted at the end of December. The chapter 5.3.3 deals with the 

questionnaire on contingent liabilities and potential obligations. 

See also: 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/government-finance-statistics/excessive-deficit-procedure/  

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/government-finance-statistics/contingent-liabilities  

 

First, here are some slides about the institutional arrangements concerning EDP reporting, including an 

example of Finland. 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/government-finance-statistics/excessive-deficit-procedure/
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/government-finance-statistics/contingent-liabilities
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5.3.1  EDP notification tables 

There are four tables in the notification tables, and tables 2 and 3 consist of multiple sub-tables. The 

tables are here first described briefly. More detailed descriptions of especially tables 2 and 3 can be 

found in the slides following. 
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EDP Table 1 provides a summary view showing the net lending (+) / net borrowing (-) (ESA 

surplus/deficit) for the general government sector and its sub-sectors, the general government debt by 

instrument, interest payable by general government gross fixed capital formation of general 

government, as well as the GDP of the reference year. 

The general government sector (S.13) consists of four subsectors: central government (S.1311), state 

government (S.1312), local government (S.1313) and social security funds (S.1314). 

EDP Tables 2 (broken down into 4 tables: 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D) provide the link between the so-called 

working balances (i.e., the public surplus (+)/deficit (-) as reported nationally to the Parliament) and the 

net lending (+)/ net borrowing (-) in for each general government subsector. The working balances often 

correspond to the traditional budget deficit or a public accounting balance. Working balances need to be 

completed by operations that are extra-budgetary, but that are considered in national accounts as part 

of government operations. Working balances need to be also corrected for operations that impact them 

whilst are considered as financial transactions in national accounts without impact on the ESA 

surplus/deficit (e.g. loans granted by government), or alternatively the reverse: for operations that did 

not impact the working balances whilst are considered as expenditure in national accounts with impact 

on the ESA surplus/deficit (e.g. many cases of capital injections). 

EDP Tables 3 (broken down into 5 tables 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E) make the link between the government net 

lending /net borrowing (ESA surplus/deficit) and the change in government debt. Whereas the change in 

debt over one period reflects largely the deficit of the period, it is by no way equal. As an example, for a 

given deficit (i.e. an excess of expenditure over revenue), higher net acquisitions of financial assets lead 

to higher borrowing needs and therefore, likely, a higher change in debt. 

EDP Table 4 shows supplementary information: the stock in trade credit payable by government; the 

amount outstanding in the government debt from the financing of public undertakings; the extent and 

the reasons in case of substantial differences between the face value and the market value of 

government debt; and the Gross National Income (GNI). 

More detailed description of the tables: 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/1015035/2022681/More-detailed-description-of-EDP-

notification-tables.pdf 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/1015035/2022681/More-detailed-description-of-EDP-notification-tables.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/1015035/2022681/More-detailed-description-of-EDP-notification-tables.pdf
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5.3.2  Questionnaires related to EDP tables 

Questionnaire related to the EDP notification tables 

This is a group of EDP related questionnaires, which are legally based on Article 8.2d of Council 

Regulation 479/2009, as amended. The data included in the questionnaires are mostly non-public. The 

questionnaire related to EDP notification is reported twice a year. It includes both aggregate and also 

unit-level information on:  

 Table 1: Revision of general government net lending (+)/ net borrowing (-) and revision of 
general government consolidated gross debt                                                                       

 Table 2: Breakdown of financial transactions included in the working balance         
 Table 3: Adjustments for sector delimitation in EDP tables                                                                            
 Table 4: Breakdown of other accounts receivable/payable (F.8) reported in EDP tables  
 Table 5: Taxes and social contributions:  other accounts receivable/payable (F.8) of general 

government                                                                      
 Table 6: Recording of EU flows in EDP tables                                                                           
 Table 7: Military equipment expenditure (weapons and supporting equipment)  
 Table 8: Central government claims, debt cancellation                                                                                   
 Table 9: Guarantees recording (several sub-tables)                                                                        
 Table 10: Capital injections, super dividends and privatisations                                                                      
 Table 11: Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs)                                                                             
 Table 12: Sale and leaseback operations                                                                                     
 Table 13: Re-routing of transactions and assets/liabilities through government accounts 

impacting B.9 and debt 
 

Supplementary table on government interventions to support financial institutions 

Since 2009 Eurostat has regularly collected and published data on government interventions to support 

financial institutions. The data are presented in two parts of the supplementary tables. Part 1 shows the 
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actual impact of interventions on government deficit. Part 2 shows the actual and potential impact on 

government debt. Eurostat publishes individual tables for EU Member States.  

See also: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/1015035/2022710/Background-note-on-gov-

interventions-APR-2016-final.pdf 

Here is first a short overview of all tables in the Questionnaire related to the EDP notification tables. 

Then, tables concerning government guarantees (table 9) and PPPs (table 11) are explained in more 

detail.  

 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/1015035/2022710/Background-note-on-gov-interventions-APR-2016-final.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/1015035/2022710/Background-note-on-gov-interventions-APR-2016-final.pdf
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Government guarantees, Table 9 
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Public private partnerships (PPP), Table 11 
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5.3.3  Contingent liabilities and potential obligations  

The budget framework directive article 14.3 (Council Directive 2011/85/EU) lead into a Eurostat 

questionnaire including tables on guarantees, off-balance sheet public private partnerships (PPPs) and 

non-performing loans. The name of the questionnaire is Supplement on contingent liabilities and 

potential obligations to the EDP related questionnaire. Data for the questionnaire will be transmitted 

annually before 31 December (T+12 months) by the national statistical authority, alongside the 

Questionnaire on government controlled units classified outside general government (includes company 

data on e.g. debt and 50% market test results).  

Table 1 Government guarantees 

Table 2 Total outstanding liabilities related to PPPs recorded off-balance sheet of government 

Table 3 Non-performing loans of General Government 
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